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Introduction

◆ Fundamental objects in string theory

Closed strings

Massless modes 
include gravitons

Massless modes 
include gauge fields

Open strings D-branes

Originally introduced
as hypersurfaces on which
strings can have endpoints

◆ String theory is quantizable without any UV divergence
and gives a consistent theory of quantum gravity

Massive modes
(oscillating modes)



Problems of string theory

◆ String theory can be quantized only on simple background geometries (flat, pp-wave).
Furthermore, the known formulation is perturbative and does not include 
nonperturbative information like the dynamics of D-branes.

◆ Nonperturbative formulation is needed (like the lattice theory for field theories)

The gauge/gravity correspondence

◆A conjecture between gravitational and non-gravitational theories

Closed string theory (gravity)     =     Open string theory (gauge theory)

Equivalent ?

◆ If this is true, the  (lattice) gauge field theory may provide a nonperturbative 
formulation of the closed string theory, which is a theory of quantum gravity!

[Maldacena]



The gauge/gravity correspondence from D-branes

Let us consider N coincident 
D-branes with very large N
(⇒ total mass is very heavy )
Living in 10D space time

They interact with bulk 
gravity (closed strings) but 
we can take the decoupling limit 

Newton constant ～ (Length)8

Open string (gauge theory) picture 

D-branes can be described 
by the gauge theory on D-branes
in the low energy limit

The heavy D-branes can also be 
described as sources of closed 
strings (gravity)

Closed string (gravity) picture

=
?

At sufficient large distance scale
(low energy) the bulk interaction 
becomes negligible



Schematic picture:

D-branes
（Gauge theory）

Black holeClosed
strings

Open 
strings

Closed string theory on the near horizon geometry is conjectured to 
be equivalent to the gauge theory on D-branes



Various gauge/gravity correspondences

◆ Dp-branes are (p+1)-dimensional BPS objects 

D0

D1

D2

D3

BFSS matrix model
( (0+1)d SYM )

(1+1)d SYM with 16SUSY

(2+1)d SYM with 16SUSY

(3+1)d N=4 SYM

IIA superstring
Black 0-brane

IIB superstring
Black 1-brane

IIA superstring
Black 2-brane

IIB superstring
Black 3-brane

Dimension of
World volume

Low energy
Effective theory

Corresponding 
String theory

AdS/CFT

We consider
this case

Number of D-branes N =  The rank of the gauge group U(N)



Can we prove the conjecture?
◆At this moment, it seems too difficult to prove (or disprove) the correspondence….

◆Toward this goal, having many evidences (or counter evidences) should be important.

◆ So far, a lot of positive evidences have been found mainly for the supersymmetric
operators for which one can use some analytical methods (integrability, localization etc).

◆ However, the nonsupersymmetric sector seems very difficult

◆The numerical method is promising for studying the gauge/gravity correspondence.
It can also be applied to non SUSY problems. Today, we will consider:

・General non SUSY (non BPS) operators 
・Thermodynamics at finite temperature 

(antiperiodic b.c. for fermions)

⇒ the known analytic methods 
do not work

Thermodynamics of black holes  ⇔ Thermodynamics of gauge theory

∵ Strong/Weak duality (string th. at weak coupling ⇔ gauge th. at strong coupling)
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In this paper, we showed that the internal energy of 
the blackhole on the gravity side is reproduced from 
the numerical calculation of the gauge theory side
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2. Gravity picture of D0-branes



Let us consider N coincident 
D-branes with N very large
(total mass is very heavy )

They interact with bulk 
gravity (closed strings) but 
we can take the decoupling limit 

Newton constant ～ (Length)D-2

Open string (gauge theory) picture 

D-branes can be described 
by the gauge theory on D-branes
in the low energy limit

The heavy D-branes can also be 
described as sources of closed 
strings (gravity)

Closed string (gravity) picture

=
?



◆ Low energy limit of the type IIA superstring theory = IIA supergravity (SUGRA)

Gravitons,
Dilatons, …

: string coupling

: string length

◆ D0-branes are realized as the black 0-brane solution in IIA SUGRA

mass = charge = (extremal)

: 10D Newton constant

The geometry has the same symmetry & charge as the D0-branes. 

Massive modes decouple



Relation to the parameters in the gauge theory

Thus, we obtain the near horizon geometry of the black 0-brane

: energy scale of  YM

Fixing these parameters, we take the low energy limit 

[Itzhaki-Maldacena-Sonnenshein-Yankielowicz]

‘t Hooft coupling

SUGRA description is valid for 
Gauge theory side has 
to be strongly coupled



◆ Finite temperature : Non-extremal black 0-branes

・Blackhole temperature     

(Inverse of the Euclidean time period)

Horizon at

・Entropy (Hawking-Beckenstein)

・Internal energy (                             )  

has mass dim 3. We fix it to 1



String loop & α’ corrections

So far, we discussed classical solutions ( valid at               ) of the supergravity, 
where the supergravity is the low energy limit (              ) of the string theory.

In general parameter region, there should be         and        corrections.
This two parameter expansion is expressed as

From the leading non-extremal solution, we have 



The first string loop correction

◆Ansatz with SO(9) rotational symmetry

◆One can solve EOM perturbatively in       and determine        

◆ From the supersymmetry and studies of string amplitueds, one can find the 
first      correction to SUGRA

When                , this reduces to the form of the black ０-brane 
(after the compactification to 10 D). 



From this solution, one can compute the correction to the internal energy.

[Hyakutake]



Summary: 
What is known on the gravity side

◆The internal energy of the black ０-brane is given as

The other                                            are unknown 



3. Gauge theory picture of D0-branes



Let us consider N coincident 
D-branes with N very large
(total mass is very heavy )

They interact with bulk 
gravity (closed strings) but 
we can take the decoupling limit 

Newton constant ～ (Length)D-2

Open string (gauge theory) picture 

D-branes can be described 
by the gauge theory on D-branes
in the low energy limit

The heavy D-branes can also be 
described as sources of closed 
strings (gravity)

Closed string (gravity) picture

=
?

◆ Note that we fixed the gauge theory parameters in taking the decoupling limit
⇒There remains nontrivial dynamics on the D-branes



BFSS matrix model

◆The low energy effective theory of N Dp-branes = (p+1)d U(N) Super Yang-Mills theory

◆The effective theory of N D0-branes = (0+1)d U(N) SYM theory = BFSS matrix model

◆We consider this theory at finite temperature, compactifying the Euclidean time 
with the circumference 

: N×N Hermitian matrices (i=1,2, …, 9) 

: N×N Grasmannian matrices

: Periodic b.c.

: Anti periodic b.c.
⇒ SUSY is broken at finite T

SUSY matrix quantum mechanics



Numerical computation
◆ Static diagonal gauge

◆We apply the usual rational Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm.

◆ Lattice action

See also [Filev, O’Connor, 1506.01366, Sec. 4.1, The Pfaffian phase is not a problem! ]

◆ Here, we replaced the Pfaffian of the fermions with its absolute value. (quenching)

L lattice points



Internal energy of BFSS matrix model

◆ By using the Ward identity, we can write the internal energy of BFSS model 
as the VEV of the bosonic action.

Bosonic part of the action

◆We compute this VEV using the RHMC method and compare it with the gravity side.



Previous results
◆Anagnostopoulos-Hanada-Nishimura-Takeuchi  2007

Leading SUGRA

◆Catterall-Wisoman 2008 Good agreements
but qualitative 
Large-N, continuum 
limit are not taken

(Momentum cutoff reg.)



Previous work

2007: Anagnostopoulos-Hanada-Nishimura-Takeuchi 
2008: Catterall-Wiseman

2008: Hanada-Hyakutake-Nishimura-Takeuchi
2015: Kadoh-Kamata

2013: Hanada-Hyakutake-Ishiki-Nishimura

2015: Filev-O’ Connor

2016: Berkowitz-Rinaldi-Hanada-Ishiki-Shimasaki-Vranas

This talk

We took both N → ∞ and L → ∞ for the first time.
We reproduced                        from the gauge theory with a good accuracy. 

correction

correction

Large but finite N in the continuum L → ∞

Smaller N in the continuum L → ∞

Large but finite N & L

Large but finite N & L



Taking the continuum limit

T=1, N=16



Taking the Large-N limit and 
the continuum limit simultaneousely



Our target

Vanish In the 
large-N limit

◆On the gauge theory side, we fit our data by 

◆ From the gravity side, 

and determine         numerically. 



Our result

The result agrees with the gravity side!!

The leading term on the gravity side



４．Summary

・BFSS matrix model  ⇔ IIA superstring on the near horizon geometry of black D0-branes

・On the gravity side, one can compute the thermodynamical quantities of 
the black zero branes.

・We studied the gauge theory side numerically.
We took both the large-N and continuum limit for the first time.  

・The internal energy in the large-N  & continuum limits shows a very good agreement 
with the gravity side. 

・When we fit the data, we used the T-dependence derived from the gravity side

More data ⇒Determine T-dependence as well?


